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Поляризованные фотоны из кварк-глюонной плазмы

Вычислена степень поляризации магнитно-тормозного излучения,
возникающего в результате взаимодействия кварков с коллективным
цветным полем, обеспечивающим их удержание. При достаточно широ-
ком интервале быстрот степень поляризации слабо зависит от
угла, под которым регистрируется фотон, и составляет около Zb%,
что может быть одним из отличительных признаков образования
плазмы.

V.V.Goloviznin, A.M.Snigirev, G.M.Zinovjev

PolariBad Photons from Quark-Gluon plasma

Polarization of magoetio bremsstrahlung-type radiation

resulting from the interaction of escaping quarks with a

oollective confining color field ie calculated. For a wide

enough rapidity interval the polarization ie shown to be

weakly dependent on the angle at which the photon is

registered and constitutes about 25%. This could signal

quark-gluou plasma formation.
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The Interest in the observables which could signal that
plasma was indeed formed experimemally hao crown enpecially now,
after the first experimeats on high energy ion collisions were
oarried out [i]. Circumstantial investigations of thio problem ha-
ve advocated that it is not well worth to wait for oome comnletoJy
unambiguous signature, bloat likely the evidence for the creation
of a quark-gluon plasma has to be a total combination of imlioa-
tors providing also the Information about its parameters Q2] .
Studies of dilepton and thermal photon spectra are relevant^!
to testing deconfinement and probing the entire volume of hot
and dense plasma sinoe these particles have small cross sections
for interaction with the plasma and practically freely get away
from the plasma volume. Quarks and gluons undergo strong interac-
tions on the surface of a plasma, much obscuring the definite in-
terpretation of corresponding experimental data.

In our previous paper T4j we have discussed an intensive
electromagnetic radiation resulting from the interaction of esca-
ping quarks with the collective confining colour field as a new
possible signal of quark-gluon plasma formation. V/e have argued
there that this effect determined by the surface of a system si-
zed (1-10)fm in the temperature interval Te(2OO-5OO)MeV (expec-
ted to be produced in nuclear collision experiments) becomes quite
competing in its intensity with the volumetric mechanism of photon
production ("Compton" gluon scattering ^V"*"^ and quark-anti -
quark pair annihilation fy ([,-*• ̂ fy ) . This result is due to the
large magnitude of the strength confining quarks ("string tension")
0 — 0 2 . (GeV)2" [2^] . I n this picture individual quarks near the

plasma surface are moving along curved trajectories and must radi-
ate photons Just like any classical accelerated charge. The ana-
lysis of Ref. [4] has made it possible to classify this radiation
as that of a magnetic bremsstrahlung type. We have underlined that
the very fact of magnetic bremsstiahlung existence is founded on
three basic ingredients : 1) the availability of light ultrarela-
tivistic quarks inside the plasma volume; 2) quasi-classical cha-
racter of quark motion; 3) the confinement of coloured objects by
the plasma surface*

In the present note we would like to draw attention to the
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Ion propcrtina of thio radiation. The suggestions to

nuiaaure tho various particle polarizations searching a characte-

riatic signature for the formation of a quark matter are appearing

nowadays Гб ] . The large degree of photon polarization and the

plionomrmon of electron solf-polarization [7] are inherent in ma-

gnetic brerasstrahlung and differ profoundly from the "standard"

volumetric meohanism of photon generation.

Estimating we miiki; use,аз before, of the model of chromo-

ulectrio flux tubes ^5~\ whore the interaction betv/een plasma vo-

lume and a coloured object crossing the boundary results in the

constant strength (5 bringing back a coloured object and acting

ulong the normal onto the plasma euxface.The large magnitude of €S

loads to the fact that the parameter

elicit к cluuJLt ' c L w d f 2. <jLu)dt

wbere t. and W1 are the energy and mass of the radiating

particle, respectively, occurs to be large aa compared with unity

(strong field сазе). Following Refs.r7f8j we conclude in this

case that the radiation power is independent of the particle mass

and the spectral distribution takes a flat form extending up to

the frequencies CO •--' £. . Taking into account the polarization,

the number of photons radiated per unit time in the frequency in-

terval U) , tO + atU can be approximated by [7]

( 1 )

(these formula are valid except for the frequency interval close

to E ) where ^ j.s the quark charge in the units of elec-

tron charge, <*- is the fine structure constant and ^ is

the angle between the quark velocity and the normal to the plas-

ma surface*

In the formula, Eq.(1), the Ь «1 саве describes the r̂ .ght

hand circular polarization of ь photon and £. e-1 describes the

left-hand one, N^ corresponds to the linear polarization along

the vector Q-K (see below), _Js/̂  corresponds to the linear po-

larization along the vector C a and No corresponds to the

case when the sum ia over 11 photon polarizations» The vec-



tors &, and G 3 are flefinod as

4

where К, is the photon momentum. '.Ye have employed hero thn fact

that the ultrarelativistic particle radiates photons mainly into

small (~KV1/£. ) angles around the instantaneous direction of ite
velocity, have summed up and averaged over the quark polarization*?,
Let us note that in the considered approximation the quark self-
polarization effect is absent just due to the magnetic bremsstreh-
lung, since the terras linear in quark polarization (for the case
of polarizations along the vector G* ) appear only in the next
order of expansion in the inverse powers of large parameter lC •
Remind also that for the ultrarelativistic electrons moving in a
magnetio field the parameter h- is usually small and the pheno-
menon of self-polarization takes place £7J •

As_J;o photons, the large degree of polarization along the
vector ^г is their characteristic feature. This vector is per-

pendicular to the photon momentum and is on the plane spanned

between the photon (quark) momentum and the normal to the surface

of a plasma volume (direction of the strength & ). Consequently

the availability of polarized photons Is closely connected with

the geometry of a plasma volume, over whose surface we have to

integrate» There is a distinguished direction in the collisions

of relativistic heavy ions, that is, a collision axis. The simplest

model of such a system is a cylindric plasma with the ax:!*J tending

to be aligned along the collision axis. Then after averaging over

the directions of the strength & , the radiation has to be

polarized*

This poinv needs to be discussed in more details. We choose

the frame of reference with z-axis to be direoted along the cy-

linder axis and (zOy)-plane containing the momentum of an esca-

ping photon (see Fig.1). We introduce the angle ft between

x-axis and the direction of strength ^ . When the €5 -direc-
tion is fixed the linear polarization of radiation isjmaximum
along the veotor 6 a and minimum along the vector

where 0 is the angle between photon momentun and the z-airis
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Aftor integration over a oylinder surface ( 1 <Lfo ) the linear

polarization la maximum along the x-axls and the corresponding

number of photons equals

hore о • 3/4 - V 4 • 1/2, Ф 1я the angle between the vector

g* and the x-axla

and clN
o
/elStJLt

(
,lH is the number of photons radiated in fixed

direction per unit time per unit surface area of plasma and sum-

med over tho photon polarization. It does not make a problem to

got this number of photons from Eq,(7) of Ref • [4]

• spin X colour • 6 is the number of quark degrees of

freedom, | ie the gamma-function, <в,у> • в
ц
 + в ^ and 6

U
 ,

6 ^ are the u
t
 d -quark charges,respectively. The formulae,

Eq.(2), can be simplified for the tv/o limiting cases

6

n e r e

Thus we find that the degree of polarization

ie maximum and equal О for the photons radiated in the angle
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Q »X/{> « but it is equal to zero for the photons radiated in

the angle 8 * 0 • For the intermidiate values of angle 8 the

result Is shown in Fig .2.

In the models dealing with the hydrodynamlo scaling solu-

tion f 9 1 » the plasma volume is expanding along the z-axle* Then

every element J-fc. has the velooity defined by the longitudinal

ooordlnate % and, of course, the Lorentz transformation from

the rest frame of cylinder element d 2 to the frame of reference

where the photon is registered changes the angle of a photon fly-

ing out* If we fix the angle 6
0
 of photon observation in fact

the integration over cL% means the integration over the escape

angles in the proper rest frame of a plasma volume element. In

the hydrodynamic model it is more reasonable to employ the sca-

ling variables !̂ , J/ instead of T , 3b and the relation is

Taking for plasma the ideal gas equation of state and having

T=T.
0
 is the temperature at the proper time ^-

й
 of the hydro-

dynamic formation stage, we can readily integrate over *f • But

this integration does not have any influence on the degree of po-

larization, because N
A
 and M

o

 a r
e identically dependent on

the temperature (see Eq.(3))« Knowing photon escape angle, the

transformation from the proper frame to the laboratory one, we can

utilize the variable & instead of У following the relation

cos o
a
 ~7

where v
o
 is the angle of a photon flying out in the laboratory

frame and и is the escape angle in the proper frame.

Having the definition

(4)

we obtain for the degree of polarization after integrating over
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PCX ь\- ь

here 2.Y
0
 is the rapidity interval and the angle Ь in Eq.(5)

must be expressed by 8
0
 , У , following Eq.(5). It is conve

nient to introduce the variable Ц instead of У

and we have

0 C
(6)

where
 4L ^ U T

After numerical computation of Eq.(6), we may receive the depen-

dence of polarization on the rapidity interval and the flying-out

angle. Following the conventional estimate, we take У ^ ^ З and

for this case the Q^ -dependence of Г becomes very small and

its asymptotic value Y^-*-**
1
 , ̂ м"^*1, which is about 25% (see

Pig.2), can be taken as a good approximation.

So, our approach displays that the interaction between a

plasma volume and quarks crossing its boundary results in the pho-

ton radiation of magnetic bremsstrahlung type with a large degree

of polarization, which could signal the quark-gluon plasma forma-

tion. The radiation ia quite compatible in its intensity with the

volumetric mechanism of photon production for the plasma systems

sized (1-10)fm in the temperature interval T»(2OO-500)MeV [4] .

The degree of polarizatipn is given by Eq.(6) and for a rather

wide interval of angles comes to about 25%. The direction of pri-

mary polarization is tightly connected with plasma volume geomet-

ry, For the plasma of cylinder symmetric volume this direction is

determined by the normal to the plane spanned by the registered

photon direction and tho cylinder axis (axis of nuclear collision).

It is interesting to emphasize that photons produced in the plasma

volume ore totally unpolarized after mo integration over the mo-
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raenta of initial particles.

The authors thank A.P.Kobushkin, O.P.Pavlenko and Ju.M.Sinyu-
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

"ig.1. The geometry of the event under consideration. The hydrody-

namic expansion takes place along the z-axis, the direc-

tion of the strength €T coincides with the normal to the

cylinder surface (plane xOy)• The photons are registered in

the plane (yOz) at the angle V from the collision axis.

Pig.2. The degree of polarization as a function of the angle Ь„

in the laboratory frame where plasma is produced at the sym-

metrlo limits in rapidity.

k

Pig.1.
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